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MINUTES 
FACULTY SENATE 

November 4, 2013 
 

Once approved, these minutes may be accessed electronically at: 
http://facultygovernance.arizona.edu/senate_minutes 

Visit the faculty governance webpage at:  
http://facultygovernance.arizona.edu/ 

 
 

1. CALL TO ORDER 
 

The meeting was called to order by Vice Chair of the Faculty Robert Mitchell at 3:03 p.m. in the College of Law, Room 164. 
 
Present: Senators Abraham, Aleamoni, Armstrong, Ashton, Ayoun, Blanche, Brewer, Brooks, M.L. Brown, Castro, Colina, Comrie,  

Conway, Dahlgran, Dai, Daryaei, Duran, Fountain, Ganapol, Hamilton, Howell, Johnson, Labate, Lee, Martin, McCammon, 
McKean, Mitchell, Moreno, Nadel, Pau, Reed, Silverman, Tabor, Watchman,  M. Witte and R. Witte. M. Polakowski substituted 
for P. Willerton. 

 
Absent:  Senators R. Brown, Camenisch, Cervelli, Cuello, Douglas, Franklin, Fregosi, Gehrels, Gold, Guertin, Hart, Higgins, Hildebrand, 

Jones, Joseph, Lysecky, N’fonsam, Reynolds, Rychlik, Secomb, Smith, Sokoloff, Spece, St. John, Ulreich, Vaillancourt, 
Zedeno, and Zwinger. 

 
2. OPEN SESSION 
   
 There were no speakers for open session. 
 
3. REPORTS 

  
3A. ASUA President Morgan Abraham 
 

Abraham reported that the first voter registration drive will be held November 6, 2013. A question and answer workshop is 
scheduled to explain the Red Tag Policy. ASUA is meeting with as many Regents as possible in preparation for the upcoming ABOR 
meeting on November 21, 2013. A homecoming mixer is scheduled on November 8, 2013 from 5:00-7:00 p.m. The Wildcat Sounding 
Board had its first meeting last week, and is a focus group of UA students who are passionate about the student voice and want to help 
make a difference for all students. The students represent a wide and diverse range of colleges, schools, majors and involvement. The 
group will meet approximately three times per semester to discuss various academic policies and campus issues. The second ASUA 
Breakfast Club was held earlier today with Provost Comrie since President Hart was out ill. ZonaZoo will have Bear Down Friday on 
November 8, 2013.  

 
3B. GPSC President Zachary Brooks 

 
Brooks reported that GPSC Travel Grants program has grown by 11% since August 2012. The Research and Projects Grant program in 
round one yielded twenty-three applications with eight funded for a total of $7,798.12. The second round yielded seventeen applications 
with ten funded for a total of $9,212.00. Applications have been received from Optical Sciences, Engineering, and Science, but more 
outreach is being employed to engage a variety of other colleges. The Student Showcase is the largest of its kind in the country and this 
year has over seventy GPSC students and over thirty undergraduate students presenting. The Showcase is scheduled for November 8, 2013 
from 9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on the Alumni Plaza. Last week, GPSC was invited, along with Parking and Transportation Services, to speak 
to Regina Romero at Tucson City Council’s Ward 1 Office about the Modern Streetcar project. GPSC is also speaking with Tucson Mayor 
Jonathan Rothschild about how GPSC can increase opportunities for graduates to remain in Tucson after graduation. On Friday, Brooks 
met with ABOR President Eileen Klein and his counterparts at Arizona State University and Northern Arizona University regarding the 
Affordable Care Act and the impending limitation for graduate students to work .5 FTE. Other topics of discussion were state-basis 
financial aid programs, surveys on various campuses, and graduate student and professional federal loans. The Town Hall held two weeks 
ago was attended by over forty people. GPSC is looking forward to working with various constituencies on the tuition setting process.     

  
3C. Faculty Officers’ Report 

 
Secretary of the Faculty McKean thanked Senators for sending out the Senate summary from the last Senate meeting to their colleges in 
an effort to improve faculty awareness of the Faculty Senate and its actions.  McKean also reported on her trip to the Pac 12 Academic 
Leadership Coalition Conference held in Eugene, Oregon, November 1-3, 2013. There is a similarity of projects between the participating 
schools, and broader collaboration would be beneficial in areas of duplicative Senate efforts.  
 

3D.    Provost Andrew Comrie 
  
 Provost Comrie reported that President Hart and her senior leadership team will be presenting the Never Settle Strategic Academic and 

Business Plan in its entirety at the upcoming ABOR meeting on November 22, 2013. The Strategic Business Plan was prepared by Interim 
Senior Vice President for Business Affairs, James Hyatt, and was presented to an ABOR subcommittee a couple weeks ago. Homecoming 
is this weekend and is an excellent opportunity for the academic colleges to get involved with alumni during scheduled events this Friday 
and Saturday. The Responsibility Centered Management (RCM) Steering Committee is receiving its subcommittees’ initial 
recommendations and SPBAC Chair Nadel will continuously update the campus on the progress. The Steering Committee submitted a 
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brief letter to President Hart summarizing the processes thus far. Last Friday, the UA was privileged to host Arizona’s first Poet Laureate 
and three time UA alumnus Alberto Rios.   

 
3E. President Ann Weaver Hart  
 
 President Hart was absent. 
 
4. QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD FOR ITEM 3 
 
 There were no questions for agenda item 3. 

 
5. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES OF October 7, 2013 

 
The minutes of October 7, 2013 were approved with two minor corrections and two abstentions.  
 

6. INFORMATION ITEM: THE EMPLOYER MANDATE OF THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT AND THE IMPACT ON 
THE UA – HELENA RODRIGUES, DIRECTOR OF HUMAN RESOURCES, PLANNING AND STRATEGY 

 
Rodrigues has worked for the last several months with two policy groups looking at the employer mandate portion of the Affordable Care 
Act (ACA) and what the impact will be for policy changes at the UA. The two work groups and Division of Human Resources have worked 
together to be flexible while at the same time, considering the needs of the campus. Employers with fifty or more employees will incur 
penalties if the employer fails to offer health insurance benefits to all employees who average thirty or more work hours per week. The 
UA automatically offers medical benefits to employees who work six months or longer and work twenty or more hours per week. Eligibility 
for health insurance benefits will be determined for non-benefits-eligible employees including student workers, graduate 
assistant/associates, some adjunct faculty, and ancillary staff during a measurement period of October 1, 2013 and September 30, 2014. 
During this period, if an employee averages thirty hours per week, regardless of how many hours they work in the following year, they 
will be eligible for health insurance benefits. Any period of time when an employee is not working does not get calculated into the average, 
for example during summer or winter session The UA has a sizeable non-benefits-eligible population, primarily student workers and 
graduate students. Recommendations for compliance will be such that student workers must be enrolled with at least one credit hour to be 
considered a student worker. Student workers enrolled with at least six credit hours or more will be limited to a twenty-seven hours per 
week rolling average. Student workers enrolled for one to five credit hours will be limited to nineteen hours per week to avoid Arizona 
State Retirement System enrollment/penalties. Graduate students will be limited to twenty hours per week or .5 full time equivalent, 
including supplemental compensation, without receiving pre-approval from the Graduate College and agreement by the college to pay the 
full cost of health insurance benefits for the graduate student and dependent children. Graduate students may work full-time during the 
summer. The UA is taking a different approach than most other universities in being flexible with supplemental compensation. Many 
universities are considering dropping medical benefits for graduate students completely. Adjunct faculty positions and situations are being 
more clearly defined by the Non-tenure Track/Non-continuing Status Track Task Force appointed by the Faculty Senate. Some adjunct 
faculty are benefits-eligible and some are not. Rodrigues suggested that if any Senators had questions, to contact her directly. 
 
Questions and comments included: 1) Senator McCammon asked how many graduate students would be downsized by the change in 
policy. Ms. Rodrigues said that although she didn’t have exact numbers, the numbers were low according to previous reports. 2) Senator 
Tabor asked what Human Resources’ rationale was for lowering graduate students’ FTE to .5 during the academic year. Rodrigues replied 
that it is Human Resources and the Graduate College’s goal to prevent students from reaching the threshold of becoming health insurance 
benefits eligible. Graduate students currently receive Campus Health insurance which is free of charge to the student. The ACA mandates 
that graduate students who work thirty hours or more per week be offered the same benefits as regular employees. 3) Tabor asked about 
graduate students on training grants, fellowships and other classifications of graduate students. Rodrigues said that graduate student must 
be an employee of the University to qualify. Senator Nadel asked if a graduate student is hired and the department assumes the cost of 
benefits, does the department get a reimbursement on the employee related expenses (ERE). Rodrigues replied that the logistics have not 
been calculated yet. 4) Senator Martin asked about hiring students from ASU for the Maricopa County office. Rodrigues answered that 
changes were going to be implemented for this process. 5) Senator Howell asked what the process would be to have the Graduate College 
change the .5 FTE requirement. Rodrigues said that departments will be submitting circumstances on a case-by-case basis. The number of 
.75 FTE graduate students amounts to a couple dozen out of 3,000 teaching assistants. 6) Senator Castro said that standard practice in the 
College of Science is that graduate students maintain a .5 FTE during the academic year, and the safety valve for flexibility in graduate 
students’ salaries for supplemental compensation would be set in summer hours by the individual faculty member. In comparing graduate 
student benefits to other universities, the UA doesn’t require the student to pay out-of-pocket for medical benefits and they are included in 
the ERE. 7) Senator Brooks said that graduate students outside of the science and engineering colleges who do not have opportunities to 
work in the summer months will want to try to work as much as possible during the regular two academic semesters. 8) Vice Provost Gail 
Burd asked if a cost comparison has been done on students who make $16,000 a year or less and who may be eligible to receive subsidies 
on health insurance. Rodrigues said that the ACA could be cheaper, but it’s difficult to compare with the healthcare.gov website not 
working properly at this time. 9) Senator Brewer asked how ERE rates will be affected if a student is currently not benefits-eligible and 
then they reach a threshold of becoming benefits-eligible. Rodrigues said they are still in the process of figuring out the cost to the 
department for the following calendar year if the student is not benefits-eligible, and clarified that the student will receive benefits the 
following year. 10) Senator Silverman asked if the employer mandate doesn’t take effect until 2015, but the individual mandate takes place 
in 2014, will the employee be required to subsidize health insurance benefits to avoid a penalty until the employer provides benefits in 
2015? Rodrigues said yes. 11) Senator Howell asked about a communication plan to convey the message to all affected groups at the 
University. Rodrigues said that different groups have been identified by the policy group, as well as the constituencies targeted for those 
communications.    
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7. INFORMATION ITEM: UPDATE ON THE CAMPAIGN FOR COMMON SENSE - MICHAEL BREWER  

Senator Brewer explained that he was presenting on behalf of Vice President for Human Resources/Institutional Effectiveness Allison 
Vaillancourt to give an update on the Campaign for Common Sense. The Campaign for Common Sense is a University-wide initiative that 
is identifying opportunities to facilitate collaboration, encourage innovation, reduce frustration, and save both money and time. The 
motivation for increasing efficiency trails behind the motivation to reduce frustration and obstacles. The Board of Advisors were brought 
in from across campus with a goal to meet quarterly. The Campaign for Common Sense website at commonsense.arizona.edu invites 
suggestions and is accessible using your UA Net ID and password. Suggestions can be viewed, commented on and ranked. Twenty-five 
focus groups have been implemented thus far, mainly led by Senator Vaillancourt and the Advisory Board members. The Board also looks 
at what is working well on campus. Brewer requested that Senators go to the website to vote and make suggestions stressing that anonymity 
is protected. 

Questions and comments included: 1) Senator Howell remarked that the top ten peeves among University personnel are listed, but what 
top three things will actually be addressed and changed. Brewer said that the status of the suggestions is viewable on the website, and some 
things take longer to resolve, but every suggestion that is submitted is looked at and considered. 2) Senator Fountain asked about spreading 
the word more broadly to the University campus. H. Rodrigues responded that Senator Vaillancourt is working with the University 
Relations Office for an official launch of the website.  

8. DISCUSSION ITEM: FACULTY HIRES AND THE LEVEL OF DIVERSITY AT THE UA - ASSOCIATE PROVOST TOM 
MILLER 

Miller provided handouts to Senators; New Hires from January 2009 to fall 2013, Faculty Tenure Status by College, Diversity Profile of 
Tenure-Track Faculty, and All Faculty Headcounts and FTE by Incumbency Status. Miller said his major concern is that over 40% of the 
UA’s entering class come from underrepresented minority backgrounds and the UA is not diversifying its faculty to match the priority to 
be the leading research university in the southwest. The overall tenure demographics remain flat at 1% for African-Americans and also flat 
with the hiring of Hispanics. Miller has been presenting hiring information to deans and department heads and giving workshops to hiring 
committees. The Provost is committed  to increasing the current numbers and is requiring one representative from each hiring committee 
attend a workshop, have search plans reviewed by the Chief Diversity Officer, Raji Rhys, and that all hiring committees have a 
representative from outside its department and college. In 2012, as a result of the changes implemented, the UA more than doubled the 
amount of underrepresented minority faculty hires. Comrie reiterated doubling the amount of minority hires over the previous year, but 
also cautioned about staying within the limits of the law in a post affirmative action time. Miller stated that faculty hires are open searches. 
As a result of the President and Provost’s commitment to a $1M diversity hiring fund, the numbers are actually twice than what is shown.  

Questions and comments included: 1) Senator M. Witte stated that this past week, The Chronicle of Higher Education published statistics 
for all full-time faculty for all universities. 2) Senator Silverman said that the figures are horrible. From 2009-2013, out of 309 new hires, 
the UA hired 17% minority faculty. Silverman wanted to know what the Provost’s Office was doing to enforce diversity hiring among the 
deans; when the courts got involved and ordered institutions to diversify hiring, the numbers increased. 3) Senator Ayoun asked if the 
Provost’s Office had statistics on how many minority candidates were finalists and not hired. Miller responded that Rhys has created a tool 
allowing a comparison of the demographics of candidate pool against the demographics of the discipline, and includes the number of PhD’s 
produced in a discipline vs. the number of minorities in the candidate pool in Career Tracks. Ten-minute hiring tools will be available in 
the coming year. 4) Senator Castro commented to the Strategic Priorities Faculty Initiative (SPFI) and said that he was involved in a 
program before becoming a graduate student specifically targeted to train minorities for internships for the National Society of Atmospheric 
Research. Castro was the first person to obtain a faculty position from the program. Castro requested that the director of the program send 
him a list of candidates in an effort to find minority post-docs to hire at the UA. The UA’s response has been underwhelming. Miller 
responded that prevailing legal constraints has determined that using ethnicity for a preference in hiring is illegal. If a candidate comes to 
the UA and has made an investment of time and energy in mentoring women in science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) 
fields, connecting with diverse students in the classroom, and involved in outreach programs, then the candidate will be highly competitive 
under the SPFI hiring program. Unfortunately, the UA cannot use the program to hire an outstanding faculty member or researcher just 
because they are a minority. Candidates such as these, hopefully, will be hired under the open-competition hiring program. 5) Senator M. 
Witte commented that a breakdown of hires by department would be helpful, as well as reporting on the faculty in place in each department. 
In past years, the Committee of Eleven voted to present this information regularly to the Faculty Senate. Miller said that although deans 
and department heads say they are committed to diversity, one of the biggest downfalls at the UA is lack of African-American leadership. 
6) Senator Moreno said that not only does the UA need to address the diversity issue, but also the ability to offer competitive salaries. 
Miller said that other factors that enter into competitive minority hires are start-up costs and competition with top institutions.  7) Howell 
asked about the critical mass and implications of the level of comfort individuals from underrepresented populations have when considering 
a move to the UA. Miller said that the UA is investing in the future leaders of the University. Hiring new faculty is the largest investment 
a department can make, and the hiring committees need to take inventory of previous hirings and build the infrastructure for making a 
better hiring process. What hiring committees need to be doing is finding the top fifty to one hundred top candidates in the country through 
top graduate and grant award programs and personally emailing them, telling them how excited the UA is about the research the potential 
candidate engages in, and offer three or four reasons why the UA is a great place to work. Building a critical mass early in the process 
increases the probabilities for a diverse hire. 8) Senator Aleamoni asked how the UA is retaining faculty once we recruit them. Miller said 
the Provost’s Office did not offer an Exit Survey this past year as in years past, and a statistical analysis has not been done to determine if 
there are any disparities on who leaves the UA. Retention efforts and mentoring programs are being strengthened, since the UA loses its 
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assistant professors at twice the rate of associate and full professors. 9) Senator Nadel asked about the fact that only one-third of the UA’s 
faculty are women and what measures are being taken to address gender hiring. Miller said that the gender hiring numbers have remained 
flat, and the Diversity Strategic Plan and Profile focuses on SPFI hires for female faculty leaders and is addressing disparities in the 
promotions of females and trans-gendered colleagues. 10) Senator McKean suggests showing the 40% demographic underrepresented 
student population by college. At the Pac 12 Academic Coalition Conference this past weekend, Arizona State University announced that 
its student population matches its demographics in ethnicity and income. 11) Howell asked about strategic hiring decisions and the hiring 
plan for the current year. Comrie responded that every year, when the UA has no new revenue, departments will use the salary savings 
from retirements or departed faculty for hiring. The deans are asked to submit a hiring plan. Every hire has to be specifically articulated 
by the dean and linked to the four pillars of the Strategic Plan. Miller said one way to improve diversity hiring at the UA is to invite post-
docs, graduate students and assistant professors to give presentations in your department. The Provost has SPFI funding to underwrite half 
the cost of a campus visit for diverse faculty who are not part of a national search. Email Raji Rhys and myself by the 15th of every month 
with the Curriculum Vitae of the person your department would like to invite to campus, with the projected cost. The Provost receives less 
than half a dozen requests every semester.  

9. OLD BUSINESS: UPCOMING REGENTS’ BREAKFAST WITH UA FACULTY SENATE LEADERSHIP – CHAIR OF THE 
FACULTY WANDA HOWELL 

Howell thanked the five Senators who responded to her request for recommendations of faculty and/or interest in attending the faculty 
breakfast with the Regents on November 22, 2013. Howell expressed her disappointment with Senators’ lack of interest with her request 
and reminded Senators that with the Faculty Officer leadership vacating all positions by the end of the next semester, faculty engagement 
is going to be necessary to address faculty apathy while still maintaining a seat at the table with the Administration, Regents and legislature. 
A general message will be sent out in the next few weeks encouraging participation of the general faculty to submit petitions for the three 
faculty officer positions. Howell will communicate to Senators by email and announce the breakfast participants. 

10. NEW BUSINESS 

11. ADJOURNMENT  

There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 5:03p.m.  

Barbara McKean, Secretary of the Faculty 
               Jane Cherry, Recording Secretary 

Appendix* 
 

1. Handout – The Employer Mandate of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act – An Overview of the Impact on the UA 
2. Handout – New Hires from January 2009 to fall 2013 
3. Handout – Faculty Tenure Status by College 
4. Handout – Diversity Profile of Tenure-Track Faculty 
5. Handout – All Faculty Headcounts and FTE by Incumbency Status 
*Copies of material listed in the Appendix are attached to the original minutes and are on file in the Faculty Center. 
 
Motions of the Meeting of November 4, 2013  
 
None 
 
FACULTY CENTER 
1216 E. Mabel 
PO Box 210456 
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